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ABSTRACT: The quantum states in metal clusters are
bunched into electronic shells as in atoms. Ligands including
halogens or thiols modify the electronic structure through
bonding, resulting in stable clusters with filled electronic shells
that are resistant to oxygen etching. We demonstrate that the
stabilization afforded by ligands is partially confounded
because the ligands perturb the charge density of the metallic
core, inducing Lewis acid−base sites that make the cluster
reactive in a protic environment. We demonstrate the
importance of induced active sites by studying the reactivity
of methanol with two classes of iodine-passivated aluminum cluster anions: Al13Ix

−, which has a closed geometric shell, and
Al14Iy

−, which has an adatom-decorated core. Two adjacent ligands on the closed geometric shell of Al13
− activate the cluster,

while in Al14I3
− the I induces an active site on the adatom, making the cluster reactive, explaining ligand-protected clusters’

preference for closed geometric shells.

■ INTRODUCTION

Due to quantum confinement, the states in compact metallic
clusters are grouped into bunches or shells similar to those in
atoms.1 A spherical jellium model, wherein the cluster is
replaced by a uniform positive background the size of the
cluster, provides a simplified model of the confined nearly free
electron gas, and the electronic states may be assigned effective
N and L quantum numbers ordering as 1S, 1P, 1D, 2S, 1F, 2P,
..., granting the clusters an electronic shell structure reminiscent
of atoms.2,3 Extensive work over the past 25 years has shown
that the stability and the electronic, magnetic, optical, and
chemical behaviors of the clusters can be rationalized within
such a model.4−7 Clusters with filled electronic shells exhibit
enhanced stability as seen through mass spectra and chemical
inertness as seen through reactivity with etchants such as
oxygen.8,9 Clusters with unfilled shells acquire a filled shell
through the addition of a precise number of ligands or
electrons, allowing the application of a simple valence model.
This “superatom concept” serves as an organizational principle
which identifies clusters with a well-defined valence and
categorizing them, forming a third dimension to the periodic
table.
One way to passivate metallic clusters and control their

electronic structure is to attach ligands. Successful ligands
include thiols,10−17 phosphines,18−21 and halogens.22−26 These
ligands undergo electronegative bonding with the metallic core
of the cluster, perturbing the electronic structure of the cluster.
Ligand-protected clusters serve as building blocks in numerous
nanomaterials, and their stability is often reconciled by ligands
granting the cluster a closed electronic shell through covalent or
ionic bonding.24 We define a closed electronic shell cluster as

having an unusually large highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO)−lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) gap
for a metallic cluster due to filling all of the closely packed
orbitals with the same effective N and L quantum numbers, in
analogy with atoms. We note that clusters with nonspherical
geometries may induce unusually large HOMO−LUMO gaps
within subshells in some rare instances.27,28 Clusters with
closed electronic shells may be identified by a strong resistance
to reaction with molecular oxygen due to spin accommoda-
tion.9 For example, the Al14

− cluster has 43 valence electrons, 3
more than the closed shell at 40 electrons. The addition of
three iodine ligands results in an Al14I3

− with a closed electronic
shell analogous to that at 40 valence electrons. Experiments
reveal that Al14

− reacts rapidly with oxygen, while Al14I3
− is

resistant toward etching by oxygen, confirming the closed
electronic shell.
Electronegative ligands stabilize clusters by granting them a

closed electronic shell; however, the ligands may distort the
even distribution of charge on the metallic core, resulting in
active sites. Complementary active sites govern the reactivity of
aluminum clusters with water; clusters that are spherical and
have an even distribution of charge are resistant to water and
methanol etching, while clusters with edges and defects are
reactive due to the ensuing uneven distribution of charge.29−35

The reacting species are marked by nonuniform charge density
distribution, where one Al atom acts as a Lewis acid and a
nearby Al atom acts as a Lewis base. These complementary
active sites are indicated by the LUMO and HOMO of the
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cluster. The close proximity of the Lewis acid−base pair is
effective in breaking the O−H bond of water and methanol.
Our hypothesis is that adding electronegative iodine ligands to
aluminum clusters may induce an uneven distribution of charge,
modifying the reactivity.
In this work, we investigate how active sites could be induced

in metallic clusters by attaching ligands. The synthesis of ligand-
protected clusters is often performed in a protic environment in
solvents such as H2O and CH3OH, so the ability of a cluster to
be etched by protic molecules is a critical factor in identifying
endurable clusters. We demonstrate the intriguing induction of
active sites through first-principles studies of the reactivity of
Al13Ix

− and Al14Iy
− clusters with methanol. Al13

− has a closed
electronic shell of 40 electrons, and previous studies on Al13Ix

−

clusters have shown that the clusters retain their closed
electronic shell and their approximately icosahedral metallic
core. These findings were confirmed by experiments showing
that Al13I2n

− clusters were resistant to etching by oxygen. Here
we demonstrate how such clusters with closed electronic shells
can break O−H bonds through repositioning of I atoms to
generate induced active sites, although such clusters with a
single unbalanced ligand are not found to have enhanced
reactivity. For Al14Iy

−, the clusters have a closed electronic shell
at y = 3 and 5, and the metallic core may be characterized as an
icosahedral core with an adatom. Here, we show that the
electron-withdrawing nature of iodine, specifically in the case of
Al14I3

−, successfully induces active sites which enable reaction
with methanol, even though the cluster has a closed electronic
shell and does not react with oxygen. These studies show that
the distribution of charge density can produce new reactive
patterns different from those caused by electronic shell closure
and caused by the electronegative ligand, inducing an active
site.

■ THEORETICAL METHODS
All calculations were performed using a first-principles molecular
orbital approach, in which the molecular orbitals are represented by a
linear combination of atomic orbitals centered at the atomic sites,
within a gradient-corrected density functional theory. Actual
calculations were performed using the NRLMOL set of codes,36−38

wherein the atomic orbitals are expressed as a linear combination of
Gaussian orbitals located at the atomic sites in the cluster. The basis
set consisted of 6s, 5p, and 3d functions for Al, 8s, 7p, and 5d
functions for I, 4s, 3p, and 1d functions for H, and 5s, 4p, and 3d
functions for both C and O. The generalized gradient approximation
proposed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) was used to
incorporate exchange and correlation.39 Transition-state geometries
were found using a linear transit approach along the O−H bond. The
ground-state geometries were obtained by moving atoms in the
direction of forces until the forces dropped below a threshold value of
0.05 eV/Å. The search for ground states included several starting
geometries, and the absorption site for methanol included
investigation of numerous absorption sites.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Al13Ix
− (x = 0−4). We first examined the ground-state

structures and corresponding wave functions of the frontier
orbitals for Al13Ix

−, as shown in Figure 1. (See the Supporting
Information for coordinates.) All of the clusters maintain an
approximately icosahedral core of aluminum atoms, with the
iodine bonding to external sites. The electronic shell structure
of metallic clusters often results in a number of degenerate or
nearly degenerate states. To identify Lewis base active sites, we
have plotted in red all occupied orbitals that are within 82 meV

in energy of the HOMO. To identify Lewis acid sites, we have
plotted in blue all unoccupied orbitals that lie close in energy to
the LUMO. Also, when considering the Lewis acidity of a
cluster, we identified the lowest completely unoccupied orbital,
as an orbital in which the LUMO is half-filled may not serve as
a Lewis acid.
Al13

−, shown in Figure 1a, is a canonical closed electronic
shell cluster with a HOMO−LUMO gap of 1.87 eV, and the
frontier orbitals are delocalized evenly over the 12 surface
atoms of the cluster. As each surface atom is equivalent, no site
on Al13

− will serve as a superior or inferior donor of electrons
relative to other sites. Al13I2

− and Al13I4
− also have symmetrical

frontier orbital distributions and maintain large HOMO−
LUMO gaps of 1.70 and 1.65 eV, respectively, explaining their
resistance to reactivity with oxygen. Al13I2

− and Al13I4
− have

balanced I ligands that lie in antipodal positions on diametri-
cally opposite sides of the icosahedral core. The remaining
accessible metal sites are equivalent in Al13I2

− and quite similar
in Al13I4

−, so these clusters also have an even distribution of
charge. The clusters with an odd number of iodine ligands,
Al13I

− and Al13I3
−, have unbalanced I ligands and have

unsymmetrical frontier orbital charge distribution (Figure 1b).
In both clusters a distinct lobe appears on the cluster directly
opposite the unbalanced iodine atoms. The lobe comes from
the half-filled HOMO and marks the most favorable site for an
additional iodine ligand. The orbital is the 2P delocalized
orbital that has been pushed up in energy by the interaction of
the antipodal iodine with the 2P delocalized orbital. The
unoccupied frontier orbital charge densities are still distributed
symmetrically about the core of the clusters. An isomer of
Al13I2

−, in which the two iodine atoms are arranged on adjacent
aluminum atoms, shows a distinct pair of Lewis acid and Lewis
base sites opposite the two iodine atoms. The sites are marked
by the HOMO and LUMO, indicating a potential pair of
complementary active sites.
The reactivity of these clusters with methanol was

characterized by four quantities. The binding energy, EB, is
the nondissociative binding energy of methanol bound to the
cluster and is a measure of the Lewis acidity of the cluster as
shown in the following equation:

= − +− −E E E E(CH OHAl I ) ( (Al I ) (CH OH))x xB 3 13 ads 13 3
(1)

The greater the binding energy, the more charge transfer from
the lone pair of methanol to the cluster and hence the stronger
the Lewis acidity of the cluster. The transition-state energy, ET,

Figure 1. Geometric structures and frontier orbitals of (a) Al13
−,

Al13I2
−, and Al13I4

− and (b) Al13I
−, Al13I3

−, and a higher energy isomer
of Al13I2

−. Al atoms are light blue, and I atoms are purple. The
HOMOs are shown in red, and the LUMOs are shown in blue.
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is the energy of the transition state relative to the separated
cluster and is an indicator of reactivity as shown in the
following equation:

= − +− −E E E E(CH OHAl I ) ( (Al I ) (CH OH))x xT 3 13 TS 13 3
(2)

Previous studies have found that clusters which have transition-
state energies greater than 0.10 eV more than those of the
separated reactants reveal negligible reactivity in a gas-phase
reaction chamber on the time scale of flow tube reactions, so
the transition energy is the critical parameter for predicting
reactivity in gas-phase studies.29,30,35 The third quantity used to
characterize the reactivity is the activation energy, or potential
energy barrier, EA, which is the difference between the total
energy of the bound complex and the total energy of the
transition-state complex, as seen in the following equation:

= + −− −E E E(Al I CH OH) (CH OHAl I )x xA 13 3 TS 3 13 ads
(3)

This value may be of most interest in the liquid phase as the
binding energy may be rapidly dissipated by the solvent, so the
reactivity will most likely follow the Arrhenius law with EA
serving as the activation energy. The final-state energy, ER, is
the relative energy of the final product of the reaction. ER is
found using the following equation:

= − +− −E E E E(CH OHAl I ) ( (Al I ) (CH OH))x xR 3 13 diss 13 3
(4)

The values of EB, ET, ER, and EA for Al13Ix
− are listed in Table

1. Note that although the values of EB and ER are negative, this

implies that the complex has a lower total energy than the
cluster and methanol molecule separated. We will refer to the
absolute values of these quantities in the discussion to follow.
Using the EB, ET, and ER values, we produced interpolated
curves to represent the reaction pathways, as shown in Figure 2.
In the first test of ligand-induced reactivity, we compared the

reactivity of Al13
− with that of Al13I

−. Figure 2a shows the
lowest energy reaction pathway for Al13

− with methanol. The
positive value of +0.25 eV for ET, shown in Table 1, indicates
that the cluster is expected to have minimal reactivity in gas-
phase experiments, which has been confirmed by experiment.33

This result is explained by the remarkably symmetrical charge
density distribution of the frontier orbitals on Al13

−. The low
0.15 eV binding energy reveals that Al13

− is a poor Lewis acid
because the cluster’s closed electronic shell makes it resistant to
accepting charge. The EA for the reaction is 0.40 eV, which we
will use for comparison with other clusters. In Figure 2b, we see
the result of adding an iodine ligand. The ET value is +0.23 eV,
demonstrating that the cluster is predicted to be resistant to
reactivity with methanol in gas-phase experiments. In addition,

the binding energy is 0.14 eV, virtually identical to that of Al13
−,

so the Lewis acidity of the cluster was not enhanced by ligation.
The EA is reduced from 0.40 to 0.37 eV on the addition of I,
which shows a minimal increase in reactivity. Although the
addition of an iodine atom to the Al13

− cluster did disrupt the
symmetrical arrangement of the occupied frontier orbital charge
density, by inducing HOMO density on the opposite side of
the cluster, this site is only half-filled and does not make a
strong Lewis base. Furthermore, the unoccupied frontier orbital
charge density is still diffuse, so there is no complementary
Lewis acid site. The Lewis base site does increase the final
energy after the O−H bond is broken from 0.77 eV in Al13

− to
1.34 eV in Al13I

− in a process analogous to the antipodal
arrangement of I in Al13I2

−. We observed the same unreactive
behavior for the ground states of Al13I2

− as shown in Figure 2c.
The binding energy in Al13I2

− is enhanced by the formation of a
hydrogen bond between the iodine atom and the alcohol. The
ET is +0.20 eV, making the cluster unreactive with methanol in
gas-phase reactions, and the EA increases from 0.40 to 0.49 eV
on the addition of the two balanced iodine ligands, with the
increase being due to the high-lying transition state and the
hydrogen bond with iodine enhancing the binding energy. We
also studied the reactivity for Al13I3

− and Al13I4
− in Table 1 and

Figure S1 (Supporting Information). These clusters also show
weak Lewis acidity, as demonstrated by low binding energies,
which can be attributed to the electronic shell closure, making
the cluster resistant to accepting charge. Al13I3

− and Al13I4
−

have ET values of +0.21 and +0.26 eV, making them unreactive
in gas-phase studies. The EA values are found to be 0.50 and
0.53 eV as shown in Table 1, which further confirms that their
reactivity in the liquid phase is expected to be similar to that of
Al13

−.
To determine the effect of ligand placement on cluster

reactivity, we explored the reaction pathway of a higher energy
isomer of Al13I2

− with methanol. This isomer has two iodine
atoms bonded to adjacent aluminum atoms with a potential
complementary active site on the opposite side of the cluster.
As shown in Table 1 and Figure 2d, the cluster has an ET of
−0.42 eV, showing that it is highly reactive in the gas phase.
Furthermore, the binding energy is 0.67 eV, more than 2 times
the binding energy of Al13I2

− in the ground state, indicating that
this higher energy isomer is a strong Lewis acid site. The
HOMO−LUMO gap decreases to 0.74 eV, indicating that the
adjacent ligands partially disrupt the closed electronic shell of
the cluster, making it a stronger Lewis acid. In addition, the EA,
at 0.25 eV, is about 60% that of the ground state. Methanol
donates an electron pair to one of the aluminum atoms directly
opposite the iodine atoms: this is the Lewis acid site. Then the
O−H bond is broken as the hydrogen bonds to the second
aluminum atom opposite the iodine atoms: this is the Lewis
base site. This demonstrates that the presence of two adjacent
iodine ligands induces a fully unoccupied frontier orbital on the
opposite side of the cluster, activating a strong Lewis acid site
and making the cluster reactive with methanol.

Al14Iy
− (y = 0−5). We examined the ground-state structures

and the corresponding frontier orbitals for the Al14Iy
− series and

present them in Figure 3. (See the Supporting Information for
coordinates.) As with the Al13Ix

− series, the charge densities of
the occupied orbitals are represented by a red isosurface, while
the unoccupied orbitals are represented by a blue isosurface.
The Al14Iy

− clusters all contain a compact 14-atom metallic core
that may be described as an icosahedron with an adatom
decorating one triangular face of the icosahedron. It is worth

Table 1. Binding, Transition-State, Reaction, and Activation
Energies for the Reaction of Methanol with Al13Ix

−

cluster EB(eV) ET(eV) ER(eV) EA(eV)

Al13
− −0.15 0.25 −0.77 0.40

Al13I
− −0.14 0.23 −1.34 0.37

Al13I2
− −0.29 0.20 −0.85 0.49

Al13I2
−
adj −0.67 −0.42 −2.14 0.25

Al13I3
− a −0.29 0.21 −1.34 0.50

Al13I4
− a −0.27 0.26 −0.72 0.53

aReaction pathways are shown in the Supporting Information.
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noting that the adatom-decorated core results in an electronic
spectrum with much less degeneracy than that of the
approximately spherical Al13Ix

− series. The Al14Iy
− clusters

have viable complementary active sites that could lead to
possible reaction, including at the adatom site and at sites
opposite the adatom. How does the presence of the adatom
affect the reactivity of the ligand-protected aluminum clusters?
We found that Al14I3

− reacts with methanol at the adatom
site despite the fact that Al14I3

− has a closed electronic shell and
is resistant to oxygen etching. As Figure 4a illustrates, the
oxygen on methanol donates its electron pair to the adatom,
and the hydrogen then bonds to an adjacent aluminum atom
which is marked by an occupied orbital density: complementary
active sites in action. The nondissociative binding energy,

shown in Table 2, is 0.44 eV, significantly higher than the
binding energies found on ground-state geometries in the
Al13Ix

− series. The ET is −0.20 eV, and the energy barrier, EA, is
only 0.24 eV, resulting in a rapid gas-phase reaction and
enhanced liquid-phase reactivity. Al14I3

− is unreactive with
methanol at sites on the icosahedral core, whether that site is
ligated with iodine, as in Figure 4b, or is an all-metal site, as in
Figure 4c. Reactions at these sites have positive ET values of
+0.13 and +0.36 eV, respectively, and EA values significantly
larger than Al13

−. In particular, the reaction of methanol at an
all-metal site on the icosahedral core reveals unexpected results.
Despite a high binding energy, which is an indication that it
serves as a strong Lewis acid site, the energy barrier, EA, of 0.71
eV prevents the rapid breaking of the O−H bond. A ligand is
expected to reduce the reactivity of a metal site due to steric
effects; however, we find that, in a cluster with a ligand bound
to an adatom, the adatom becomes activated by the ligand.
Identical results were found for Al14I5

− (Figure S2, Supporting
Information), which is also stable to oxygen etching, as well as
for Al14I2

− and Al14I4
−, which are not stable to O2 due to the

clusters’ doublet spin states (Figure S2).23 As Table 2 shows,
these clusters which are reactive at the adatom site have low EA
values, similar to the EA of the higher energy isomer of Al13I2

−

and in most cases lower than this. This confirms the
importance of the geometric structure of the metallic core,
even in clusters with ligand protecting groups.
Because the clusters Al14Iy

− (y = 2−5) were all reactive at an
adatom site with a ligand, we next explored if the ligand was a
necessary feature to enhance the reactivity, or if a bare adatom
would have the same effect. To test this, we studied the reaction
of Al14

− and Al14I
− with methanol. As Figure 4d shows, Al14

−

will react with methanol at the complementary active sites on
the side of the cluster opposite the adatom. However, slow
reactivity is observed at the adatom (Figure 4e). The energy

Figure 2. Lowest energy reaction pathways with methanol for the ground states of (a) Al13
−, (b) Al13I

−, and (c) Al13I2
− and for (d) a higher energy

isomer of Al13I2
−, with I atoms on adjacent sites. Al is shown in light blue, and I is shown in purple. HOMOs are red, and LUMOs are blue.

Figure 3. Geometric structures and frontier orbitals of the Al14Iy
−

series: Al14
−, Al14I

−, Al14I2
−, Al14I3

−, Al14I4
−, and Al14I5

−. Al atoms are
light blue, and I atoms are purple. The HOMOs are red, and the
LUMOs are blue.
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barrier, EA, shown in Table 2, to the reaction with methanol at
the adatom site of bare Al14

− is 0.52 eV, with an ET 0.22 eV
greater than the initial binding energy. When the adatom is
ligated with iodine in Al14I

−, the EA decreases by 0.09 to 0.43
eV and has an ET of −0.12 eV, indicating that the adatom is
activated by the addition of the ligand (Figure 4f). The binding

energy of methanol to Al14I
− is nearly 2 times as large as the

binding energy of methanol to Al14
−, meaning the ligated

adatom is a much stronger Lewis acid site than the bare
adatom. The electron-withdrawing iodine ligand pulls electron
density away from the aluminum adatom, activating it as a
Lewis acid site, and as there is a complementary Lewis base site,
the reaction proceeds rapidly. This demonstrates that an
adatom alone or a ligand on a surface site is insufficient to
activate the cluster, while an adatom with a ligand cooperatively
activates the cluster.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Ligands affect the reactivity of the aluminum clusters in
unexpected ways. The icosahedral core Al13Ix

− clusters did not
react with methanol, despite the presence of one unbalanced
iodine ligand. Al13

− is an exceptionally poor Lewis acid because
it has a closed electronic shell with a set of high-lying LUMOs
which enacts an energy penalty when binding to the lone pair
on the methanol molecule. While the lowest energy isomer of
Al13I2

− is unreactive, if the iodine atoms are found on adjacent
aluminum atoms, a complementary active site is induced on the

Figure 4. Selected reaction pathways of Al14Iy
− clusters with methanol. Reaction pathways with methanol for Al14I3

− at three different sites on the
cluster: (a) the adatom, (b) an aluminum atom bonded to an iodine atom on the core, and (c) an all-metallic site on the core. Reaction pathways
with methanol for Al14

− at (d) an active site on the core and (e) the adatom. (f) Reaction pathway with methanol for Al14I
− at the adatom site. Al

atoms are shown in light blue, and I atoms are shown in purple. The HOMO density is red, while the LUMO density is blue.

Table 2. Binding, Transition-State, Reaction, and Activation
Energies for the Reaction of Methanol with Al14Ix

−

cluster EB(eV) ET(eV) ER(eV) EA(eV)

Al14
−
act −0.36 −0.12 −1.80 0.24

Al14
−
adatom −0.30 0.22 −0.69 0.52

Al14I
−
adatom −0.55 −0.12 −1.80 0.43

Al14I3
−
adatom −0.44 −0.20 −0.84 0.24

Al14I3
−
I site −0.16 0.36 −0.90 0.52

Al14I3
−
core −0.58 0.13 −0.78 0.71

Al14I2
−
adatom

a −0.41 −0.23 −1.12 0.18
Al14I4

−
adatom

a −0.40 −0.17 −0.95 0.23
Al14I5

−
adatom

a −0.38 −0.18 −1.35 0.20
aReaction pathways are shown in the Supporting Information.
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opposite side of the cluster, resulting in the rapid reaction with
methanol. The Al14Iy

− clusters which have an adatom-decorated
core cast further light on the effect of ligands on the reactivity.
Clusters with iodine ligands bound to the adatom site are
reactive at the site, despite the presence of the ligand. The
electronically closed shell species Al14I3

−, which is resistant to
oxidation by O2, reacts with methanol at the adatom site. The
adatom site must be ligated with an electron-withdrawing group
to activate the cluster. We add that we have recently shown that
such complementary active sites can also break carbonyl bonds
in formaldehyde. Since the ligands can induce such
complementary active pairs, and as ligated clusters can be
assembled into nanoassemblies, the present work may open a
pathway toward designing nanomaterials that can selectively
break polar covalent bonds. These results also explain the
tendency of ligand-protected clusters toward compact metallic
cores with closed geometric shells.
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